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About This Content

With the new product series OMSI 2 - Download Pack, Halycon Media starts a new series of add-ons for the popular OMSI 2 -
Omnibus-Simulator. In the first part, we provide you with more than 30 different AI vehicles for the existing OMSI maps.

Ranging from small to middle-sized cars, from transporters across ambulances to various kinds of trucks – all in up to 20
different colours. The choice of models corresponds to many vehicle models of famous car manufacturers from all over the

world. There are many models you can see in German traffic every day, but rare vehicles are not missing either in this add-on.

In order to maintain game speed as much as possible despite the addition of more AI vehicles, all 3D models were graphically
optimised and adapted. These vehicles have not been used in any commercial OMSI 2 Map / AddOn so far. They are new

models and variations.

With the OMSI 2 Download Vol. 1 AI Vehicles, maps get a contemporary and realistic look, which makes for traffic exerience
close to real life.
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more than 30 different AI vehicles

corresponding vehicle types of known car manufacturers

modern cars, vans and trucks

vehicles with different repaints/colours

for implementation in existing maps

performance-optimised 3D models

Please note:
Further distribution of the vehicles in the OMSI 2 Download Pack Vol. 1, whether individually or together with free maps, is

not allowed for reasons of copyright.
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Title: OMSI 2 Add-on Downloadpack Vol. 1 - KI-Fahrzeuge
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Halycon Media
Publisher:
Halycon Media
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Win 7

Processor: Dual-Core respectively Core i5 with 2,8 GHz or similar

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphic card with at least 1.024 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English,German
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Really like this game. Played only Ys Seven before and probably won't play Ys VIII with its current state, this game is better
than Ys Seven in terms of gameplay and content while falling in story. Camera could improve with implementing wider FOV
because zoom out FOV isn't wide enough. Great game. This game is just a great exercise in running around in circles and
accomplishing nothing.
Boring or tedious with very little in the way of excitement.. you wanna play a game where you get your hopes up that everything
will turn out ok, then have them get♥♥♥♥♥♥all over!? This is right here LOL This games good ending is terrible! you wanna
be mad about every ending you get? THis is the game for you! You wanna have 0 investment into the charecters this is it!!! LOL
This game makes me sad! that being said you should buy it! LOL. Excellent game for the price! It's a fun simple space
adventure with a relatively entertaining story behind it.
My only issue was with how slow flying across the galaxy became towards the end. It was rather tedious that none of the higher
level ships were very fast and the quests tended to send you back and forth across the whole system.. My life has come to the
point where I even play a jigsaw game from the Humble Bundle. Well ... it's a jigsaw game and ... er ... that's it really.. A good
skin for wanting to look creepy. It's simple, but that makes it better.. Little dated but this game is pretty fun for a cheapy.
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Good little game for the cost!
It could use a few more features but for $4 you cant go wrong!
If you like Polygod check out Eldritch. It costs a bit more ($16) but plays like a more polished version of Polygod.. Nice extras,
especially the soundtrack!. mMmmMM, tasTES liKE THinKING

I love this game so much already. [Only for the serious Japaneses bike enthusiast]

Bonzai! This is a fantastic iconic bikes pack that even the Emperor of Japan can agree with and by aquiring a little budjet in
credits even you can afford this bonzai pack with the Honda RC 213 V-S!. Borderlands is an extremely boring game! But this is
a masterpiece from Telltale. It is a shame that it shut down.. this is awesome.. but please fix the damn graphics you guys...
Works fine, don't listen to those 4 year old babies who can't open a email right tell you that this dont work.
1- The pack expires in one year.
2- You can choose when to open and it last for 3 month . Even if you open it on the 355th day youll get 3 month from there.
3-The pack stays in the shop storage vault and you can open it on any character you want (only the main one you want ) So be
careful.
4- Open it only when you know ITS THAT CHARACTER YOULL PLAY. So no rush seriously. Until like debut september
they have this event and all new players get boost out the a s s and you get other bonus EXP things in the game itself.
5- If you're not sure like i was , read a bit more in the detail part .
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